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Introduction
The motivation behind this report comes from a long term personal relationship with Nant Y Moch. As a 
climber, walker and mountain biker I have lost count of the number of days spent wandering the ridge 
tops in all weathers, mountain biking along wild and remote singletrack, cycling the road from Talybont to 
Ponterwyd and back, taking part in the mountain marathon, driving the road often just to see the view 
and picnicking in the laybys with my mother who loved the place too. And I am not alone. The area has a 
unique character and is a much loved and valued landscape to many. It was a candidate National Park in 
the 70ʻs and the motion was only defeated by  the landed interests. It has also been championed for 
AONB status, a campaign that lasts to this day. It deserves our respect and protection.

As a mapping professional who has worked alongside the wind industry  for over a decade, I have 
watched with growing frustration and anger the impacts of what is to me a maddening lack of strategic 
planning and policy  for wind energy. As long as 12yrs ago I was involved in developing a GIS model 
which looked at where the wind blew and the range of environmental, technical and other constraints 
upon it, in an effort to responsibly  identify  sites with the minimum of impacts, a revelation at the time. 
Since then, GIS modelling has become industry  standard and if used properly, can greatly  assist in 
minimising the range of detrimental impacts of wind energy projects. 
However this approach which has been in the industry  now for over a decade has only within the last few 
years been considered by  the policy  makers. I have watched huge amounts of public money  being spent 
on ʻlandscape assessmentsʼ which have taken no account at all of where the wind resource is nor the 
range of local issues and constraints. Not only  has this been a gross waste of public money, it shows a 
complete lack of understanding and competence in policy. This was brought home to me as recently  as a 
few months ago when I was being questioned by senior policy  makers about GIS and the resource-
constraints model in a workshop I was speaking at in London. There is in my  view  even now a huge 
ignorance and incompetence in policy and planning with regard to wind energy. 

Tan8 is a shinning example. This is the planning process which has led to this proposal. It is in our view 
dated, flawed and given the landscape and recreational importance, should never have identified Nant Y 
Moch as suitable for wind energy.

We believe in green energy and have worked hard to promote a more sustainable approach to our 
energy  consumption and production - it makes perfect common sense. However on-shore wind has had 
a free-for-all at the expense of other less damaging technologies such as wave power. On-shore Wind 
has its place, but that place should be the right one. Not here in Nant Y Moch or other areas like it.

We support the views of Powys County Council for an immediate review of wind energy  policy in Wales 
and would go further and call for a fundamental review and restructuring of the energy industry as a 
whole in the UK.

I hope this short study will highlight issues of concern, inform debate and discussion toward a more 
sensible, responsible energy  policy  for Wales, one that is respectful of its unique landscape, environment 
and the views of its people. 
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Intended Use
This study  is intended to highlight the importance of Nan Y Moch and the detrimental impacts this Wind 
Farm proposal would have. It is intended to inform debate, discussion, decision making and future policy. 
It is hoped the data will serve as a useful baseline of information which can be built upon and provide a 
basis for consultation with public bodies and stakeholders. 

Method Statement 
The study  was desk based and used the ArcGIS 9.1 Geographical Information System (GIS), a digital 
mapping application, to assess a range of publicly  available digital data. Other data was digitised from 
various sources on the internet. A study area was defined which formed the basis for detailed mapping 
and modelling of various ʻconstraintsʼ using separation distances which have been in common use in the 
planning system and in similar studies. This desk based exercise was argumented by close association 
with Nant Y Moch as a local visitor and recreational user over the last 18 years. 

Notes on Separation Distance
Separation distance (the distance a turbine or wind farm is away from features) is currently  subject to 
considerable debate and interest. A minimum separation distance aims to safeguard people and property 
from dangers such as ʻicingʼ (ice forming on turbine blades and being thrown off at high velocity), 
structural collapse of the turbine tower, fracture of blades (both uncommon but potentially  highly 
dangerous) and other potentially  damaging effects of turbines such as sudden distraction (a particular 
danger for drivers, equestrians and cyclists).  

The potential risk of accidents, damage and injury increases with the number of turbines and their 
proximity  to buildings, structures, dwellings, roads, public rights of way, etc. When turbines fail this is 
often in dramatic and violent style. Distances of 400m have been quoted for debris scattered as the 
result of bladeʼs fracturing. Some suggest that separation distances should be made law in the UK and 
extend to as much as 2.00km - as used in parts of Europe the US and in Scotland.

In the UK there are currently  no statutory  figures for separation distance which has meant that policy 
makers, planners and developers have used various measurements from different interpretations of  
guidance and historical precedent. 

The British Horse Society have been a leading light in developing policy in the this area:
‘...as a starting point when assessing a site and its potential layout, a separation distance of four times the 
overall height should be the target for National Trails and Ride UK routes, as these are likely to be used 
by equestrians unfamiliar with turbines, and a distance of three times overall height from all other routes, 
including roads, with the 200m recommended in the Technical Guidance to PPS 22 being seen as the 
minimum, where it is shown in a particular case that this would be acceptable. The negotiation process 
recommended in PPS 22 should indicate whether, in the particular circumstances of each site, these 
guidelines can be relaxed or need strengthening to minimise or eliminate the potential difficulties.’

Separation distances in this study  are based upon a quoted 146.5m tip  height + 50m which is a 
commonly  used formula. For roads and rights of way, this study assumes a separation distance of 200m, 
a figure increasingly adopted by developers and planning authorities.

For buildings a figure of 600m has been used which was at one time suggested as a minimum by  the 
then British Wind Energy  Agency  and has been used by  various similar studies in the past. BWEA used 
to suggest as much as 800m as a minimum distance.

The other side to separation distance is less quantifiable. How close do people want to be to wind 
turbines? Should wind energy  schemes be a minimum distance apart ? Has Wales now seen enough 
wind energy schemes ?
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Our impression of TAN8

During the initial phases of wind energy  development in Wales, there was no strategy from government, 
nor adequate detailed planning guidance which we believe was a mistake. Right from the start we would 
like to have seen a national strategic plan and schemes developed in the least damaging areas. We 
have also thought remote Forestry  good locations. Instead, It was left to each local planning system to 
interpret such guidance as existed and deal with each application on a case by  case basis. This has 
placed a huge strain on the planning system, involved huge public expense, seen wildly  different 
ʻinterpretationʼ of planning policy  which has led to uncoordinated, inconsistent development of wind 
energy.

Sites were developed in controversial areas which inevitably led to confrontations between developers, 
the planning system, locals and other stakeholders involving lengthy and costly public enquiries.
With this chequered history  and the coming of personalities such as Sue Essex into the Welsh Assembly 
Government, a period in the early  2000ʻs ensued which would see virtually  all wind energy  applications 
ʻcalled-inʻ by  the assembly  even when they  had been approved by  the local planning authority. As a great 
many wind farms had already been built, this was ʻshutting the gate after the horse had boltedʼ.This 
effectively  brought a stop to the wind energy  industry  in Wales and developers promptly  turned their 
attention to the next bonanza - Scotland. 

This effective ban left Wales at a disadvantage as pressure increased worldwide on governments to 
tackle climate change and increase renewable energy  generation. Technical Advise Note (TAN) 8 was 
born from the need of the Welsh government to attract the wind energy industry  back to Wales and the 
wind industry  eager to develop significant revenue from large scale projects across Wales. However the 
strategic approach TAN8 sought to introduce came after a great many  wind farms had already been built 
in Wales. 

We presume that some form of GIS modelling was used in the TAN8 process to identify  the ʻStrategic 
Search Areasʼ  across the length and breadth of Wales. The selection of these areas no doubt sought to 
minimise impacts while maximising the available wind resource (and future revenue?). However, there 
was little or no democratic public consultation and as far as we can tell, little or no landscape or visitor 
assessment. One sensible approach however, pioneered in Scotland, was siting of wind energy projects 
in large Forestry plantations.
 
As more and more projects across the UK have been developed, the general public have become more 
aware of the issues and vocal in their views. User groups such as the Ramblers, British Horse Society 
and other interested parties such as the Highway  Authority, the CAA, Natural England etc have 
formulated and refined guidance and their own policies toward wind energy, especially  regarding 
separation distanceʼs. 

TAN8, as far as we can tell, has not been adapted or revised in the light of these various new guidance 
and policy  developments. Nor in the light of changing local views and activities, for example the huge 
rise in popularity of mountain biking at Nant Y Moch and the growing public opposition to National Grids 
energy hub/pylons proposals and yet more wind farms for Wales.

We regard TAN8 as dated, flawed and in need of immediate revision.   
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Cumulative Impact Map     1  

Issue: Cumulative ImpactIssue: Cumulative Impact

There are many  and various wind energy  sites currently  in operation throughout Mid Wales and also a 
great many  have been proposed. This is simply  because Wales has a very  good wind resource, a large 
availability  of land freer of constraints than other parts of the UK and a smaller, less politicised 
population / opposition. 

With the absence of any  strategic planning from government until TAN8 (by which time a great many 
wind farms had already been built), Wales has been subject to a virtual free-for-all in wind energy 
development. Schemes have been developed all over Wales but especially in Mid Wales. From the 
summit of Pumlumon alone, it is possible to readily  identify  many wind farms across the region. A reason 
for this is that a majority  of the high ground lies between 500-600m. This means that large wind farms 
built at these altitudes are readily discernible from great distances.
While arguably a better view  than a power station, there has been concern for many years that too many 
projects have been allowed and the visual impact of a continuously  growing number of wind energy 
projects is unacceptable. So many  wind farms are now visible from Pumlumon, it is not a view  that is a 
welcome sight any longer from the summit of one of the major Welsh summits.
The landscape character of the region as a whole has unquestionably been changed and more 
industrialised. The region is becoming known for its proliferation of wind farms. Any  further such 
developments should be the cause for widespread concern and review.

There is no statutory guidance or policy concerning cumulative impact nor separation distance between 
wind farms. Some planning discussion documents have suggested figures as high as 10km. In 
landscape terms, it is difficult to simply use numbers. And it is not only an issue of visual impact and 
landscape character. We believe there should be a full and proper review of the cumulative impacts of 
current and proposed schemes across Wales which should include not only assessments of landscape 
and visual impacts, but of environmental degradation, noise, social and economic impacts etc.  
What are the long term environmental impacts of introducing hundreds of thousands of tons of alkaline 
concrete into acid upland areas? Or the close proximity  of large amounts of alkaline to SSSIʼs 
designated for acid rich upland bog? The Hydro Energy industry in Wales has been strangled for years 
because of the ʻprecautionaryʼ approach to environmental impact insisted upon by  the Environment 
Agency. We can see little evidence of the precautionary approach being applied to wind energy.
We are increasingly  less convinced that the environmental benefits of on-shore wind energy  and their 
overall contribution to the nations energy capacity are worth the landscape and other impacts.   

Map 1 illustrates the approximate land area of existing wind energy  installations in the vicinity  of Nant Y 
Moch. Also shown are the large number of proposals that have been made across the Mid Wales Area 
relative to the number of turbines per scheme. 

The large land area that the Nant Y Moch scheme would occupy  is readily  apparent, but the number of 
nearby  wind energy  installations already in the area should also be noted. There is also the Mynydd 
Gwynt scheme recently proposed on the eastern edge of Pumlumon.

If the Nant Y Moch proposal was approved, there would be 5 schemes alone in and around Nant Y Moch 
which we regard as unacceptable and recommend it be refused. Were the Mynydd y  Gwynt project also 
to go ahead it would be 6. We believe there is a serious need to get control of this seemingly  run away 
situation.
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Source Data :   various web based sources including Renewables UK and Powys/Ceredigion CCSource Data :   various web based sources including Renewables UK and Powys/Ceredigion CC
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The Wind Resource Map     2

Issues : Good wind resource, icing and extreme wind speeds causing possible turbine failureIssues : Good wind resource, icing and extreme wind speeds causing possible turbine failure

As with any other process exploiting natural resources, the main issue of concern for wind energy 
developments is the reliable availability  of wind at speeds suitable for particular turbine designs. This is 
central to making any potential project economically viable. 

This study  has used the DTIʼs NOABL database of average wind speeds per square kilometre as the 
basis to model windspeeds across Nant Y Moch.

NOABL records the follow wind speed statistics for the Nant Y Moch area:

Min:     1.9 mps
Max:    9.7 mps
Mean:  5.98 mps

mps - metres per second

The area shows a very considerable wind resource and we can testify to that from personal experience.
The winters here are harsh and we have often encountered near arctic conditions. The area is a popular 
winter playground for ice climbers and winter mountaineers.

This suggests that icing of turbine blades will be a safety  issue and that extreme wind speeds might lead 
to blade fracture or tower collapse. We stress this is speculation, we are not turbine manufacturers. 
However, given the weather we have experienced at Nant Y Moch we would be concerned.
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Source Data : DTI NOABL database of average UK windspeeds recorded per km grid squareSource Data : DTI NOABL database of average UK windspeeds recorded per km grid square
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Landscape  no map

Issues :  Damage to the visual aesthetics of Nant Y Moch, dominance of turbines in the landscapeIssues :  Damage to the visual aesthetics of Nant Y Moch, dominance of turbines in the landscape

We must state right from the beginning that we are not in any  way  landscape specialists nor do we have 
the expertise to undertake landscape assessment.

However, we believe in the importance and value of the landscape of Nant Y Moch as unique in Wales.

The area was a candidate National Park in the 1970ʼs, largely  due to its landscape qualities. When that 
proposal was wrecked by  the landed minority, the Countryside Commission recommended Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) instead, a proposal which again was thwarted at the time, but the 
campaign continues to this day. It is a landscape full of cultural, geological and historical value, the 
source of the River Severn and the Wye.

It is beyond doubt that the main reason for the high number of tourists and local visitors to Nant Y Moch 
is the beauty  of the landscape and the extensive views from the road and mountain tops, especially 
Pumlumon. From its summit on a clear day  it is possible to see from the Snowdonia hills in the north 
down to the Beacons in the South, taking in Cader Idris, Cardigan bay, the Arenigs and into Shropshire. 
This is an exceptional view and one that many thousands of hill walkers have made the journey to see.
However, it is a view becoming dotted with wind turbines on nearly all points of the compass.

The Association of AONBs and Natural England have recently  been strengthening the landscape 
assessment process and investigating the concept of Iconic Landscapes - what particular views make 
an overwhelming contribution to the character of a particular landscape. We would strongly  suggest 
such an approach in this instance. There are many iconic views around Nant Y Moch, the viewʼs North 
and South from Pumlumon being some of them. These views and the unique character of the Nant Y 
Moch landscape are of national importance and should be protected in perpetuity. We would strongly 
support designation of the area as National Park or AONB.  

The road itself through Nant Y Moch is a popular tourist drive with locals as well as tourists in their cars 
and camper vans, especially  in summer months. This is due to the unique landscape of hills and lakes 
and the panoramaʼs.

The dominant features in the landscape currently  are the lakes, forests and hills. This will change very 
dramatically  should the Nant y Moch wind project go ahead. The dominant features will become the 64 x 
146.5m high wind turbines, particularly  when viewed from high ground, which will lead to a fundamental 
and unacceptable change to the character of the area.

The famous and iconic viewʼs from Pumlumon and the other hill tops of Nant Y Moch will become 
completely  dominated by the turbines, the nearest of which will only  be just over 4000m from the 
Pumlumon summit and only 1300m from the summit of Drosgl.

We regard the overwhelming landscape impact that this proposal would cause as completely 
unacceptable and an indictment on the poor site selection process and policies of TAN8 that have led to 
it. On landscape grounds alone we would this scheme should never have been proposed and should be 
refused.

We must state right from the beginning that we are not in any  way  landscape specialists nor do we have 
the expertise to undertake landscape assessment.
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down to the Beacons in the South, taking in Cader Idris, Cardigan bay, the Arenigs and into Shropshire. 
This is an exceptional view and one that many thousands of hill walkers have made the journey to see.
However, it is a view becoming dotted with wind turbines on nearly all points of the compass.

The Association of AONBs and Natural England have recently  been strengthening the landscape 
assessment process and investigating the concept of Iconic Landscapes - what particular views make 
an overwhelming contribution to the character of a particular landscape. We would strongly  suggest 
such an approach in this instance. There are many iconic views around Nant Y Moch, the viewʼs North 
and South from Pumlumon being some of them. These views and the unique character of the Nant Y 
Moch landscape are of national importance and should be protected in perpetuity. We would strongly 
support designation of the area as National Park or AONB.  

The road itself through Nant Y Moch is a popular tourist drive with locals as well as tourists in their cars 
and camper vans, especially  in summer months. This is due to the unique landscape of hills and lakes 
and the panoramaʼs.

The dominant features in the landscape currently  are the lakes, forests and hills. This will change very 
dramatically  should the Nant y Moch wind project go ahead. The dominant features will become the 64 x 
146.5m high wind turbines, particularly  when viewed from high ground, which will lead to a fundamental 
and unacceptable change to the character of the area.

The famous and iconic viewʼs from Pumlumon and the other hill tops of Nant Y Moch will become 
completely  dominated by the turbines, the nearest of which will only  be just over 4000m from the 
Pumlumon summit and only 1300m from the summit of Drosgl.

We regard the overwhelming landscape impact that this proposal would cause as completely 
unacceptable and an indictment on the poor site selection process and policies of TAN8 that have led to 
it. On landscape grounds alone we would this scheme should never have been proposed and should be 
refused.
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Public Rights of Way (PROW) and Recreation   Mapʼs  3,4

Issues :  Potential disturbance and danger from turbines in close proximity  to PROWs. Longterm closure 
of PROWʼs through the area during construction.
Issues :  Potential disturbance and danger from turbines in close proximity  to PROWs. Longterm closure 
of PROWʼs through the area during construction.

Separation Distance : 200mSeparation Distance : 200m

Nant Y Moch has an old and extensive PROW infrastructure which is in frequent use by  a diverse range 
of recreational users. We could find no evidence of any study  of visitor numbers by the developer or 
others. However, from our own personal experience and observationʼs as locals and regular visitors to 
Nant Y Moch, we would characterise the scale and importance of recreational use as Very High.

Users include:

Anglers          Walkers          Mountaineers          Backpackers          Bird Watchers

Motocross Riders                4x4 Off-Roaders      Kite flyers               Paragliders 

Duke of Edinburgh              Mountain Bikers      Cycle Touristʼs        Quad Bikers

Car day trippers                  Picnickers                 Dog Walkers         Horse Riders

Motorbike tourers               Motor Caravaners     Runners                Mountain Marathon runners

Road Cycle Racers             and others. 

There is also a popular and well supported annual Mountain Marathon, the Pumlumon Challenge which 
makes use of many PROWs and wild land along the Pumlumon ridge, Drosgl and routes to and from 
Nant yr Arian. It is an important event and has formed part of the Vasque UK National Championships.

A number of local businesses also depend on the PROW network and Nant Y Moch countryside for 
quad-bike tours, horse riding, outdoor first aid courses, outdoor education and mountain bike guiding. 

Turbines sited close to public rights of way  cause distraction and are a possible danger to users. This 
has been a particular issue for horse riders where horses are startled and throw riders, mountain bikers 
and motorists.

There is no statutory  distance from a wind turbine to a public right of way. However, safety  of the public 
is an important issue. The minimum separation distance commonly  quoted is height to tip+50m or 10% 
for small turbines.

The British Horse Society recommends a distance of 4x turbine height from Bridleways to avoid 
disturbance to horses and their riders. For this proposal this would mean a separation distance in the 
region of 586m. A figure of 3x turbine is suggested for other rights of way with 200m as an absolute 
minimum. All these are shown on Map3 for readers consideration. Map4 highlights impacts on the 
popular Mountain Bike and Mountain Marathon routes.

In practice distances of 130m+ have been commonly  used in determining planning applications. Given 
the tip height of 146.5m quoted in proposals, this study has adopted and recommends 200m as a 
minimum separation distance and encourages debate amongst interested parties as to what it should 
be given the high recreational use of the area.
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Another issue which causes us great concern is the planned closures of PROWs to facilitate the 
construction of this project. 

We would oppose any longterm or wholescale closure of Nant Y Mochʼs PROWs due to this proposal. 
Quite apart from the disregard shown for the publics legal right of access, there would be a huge 
disruption to the publics enjoyment of Nant Y Moch across a wide range of users, both local and tourists 
alike. 

In addition there would be an inevitable loss of income on various local businesses which are already 
struggling with the effects of the recession. The scale and length of closures which has been suggested 
is completely unacceptable. 

It is also our belief that the ancient legal rights of public access and enjoyment of the countryside take 
precedence above and beyond the wishes of developers and any  such like. These hard won rights are 
enshrined in law and it should not be for politicians or planners to set aside those laws for the monetary 
gain of others. Rather it should be for developers to respect and take account of PROW infrastructure 
and associated rights of access and to restrict their designs and plans accordingly.

There is also the question of the large amounts of public money  which has been used to develop PROW 
infrastructure in the area, particularly  by  the Forestry  Commission Wales for the Nant Y Arian Mountain 
Bike Trails, which FCW trumpets in their annual reports, widely  promoteʼs and which are extremely 
popular. Private investment and many  hundreds of hours of voluntary  time has also gone into building, 
promoting and maintaining these trails and various local businesses depend on the visitors they  attract 
from all over the UK and beyond. It is a similar situation for the Machynlleth Mountain Bike Trails.
Now the FCW is supporting the lengthy  closure of these trails and turbines to be built in some cases 
right on top  of them, knowing full well that many  trail sections will receive extensive damage and require 
rebuilding. This is a completely  ridiculous scenario and shows a contempt for the public money  and 
private investment/effort that has gone to develop these popular trails. This is also an issue at other ʻtrail 
centresʼ in South Wales, again where public money  has been used to develop trails and shortly 
afterwards, developers allowed to close/wreck them.

There is also the physical impact the construction process will inevitably  have on many  PROWs in the 
construction area. We would expect some sections of paths/tracks to be totally  destroyed and others to 
be damaged to various degrees. While the developer will be required to repair them, we are incredulous 
that the developer site selection process has been so poor as to consider such impactʼs in the first place.

Visual Impact of turbines from PROWs has also been an issue in the past for some planning authorities 
although no specific planning policy  guidance exits on the issue. Local authorities have insisted on visual 
impact assessment from various viewpoints along PROWs and have insisted upon turbine relocation or 
rejected applications outright. Given the significant landscape qualities of Nat Y Moch, this approach 
may also be applicable to this proposal. 
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construction area. We would expect some sections of paths/tracks to be totally  destroyed and others to 
be damaged to various degrees. While the developer will be required to repair them, we are incredulous 
that the developer site selection process has been so poor as to consider such impactʼs in the first place.

Visual Impact of turbines from PROWs has also been an issue in the past for some planning authorities 
although no specific planning policy  guidance exits on the issue. Local authorities have insisted on visual 
impact assessment from various viewpoints along PROWs and have insisted upon turbine relocation or 
rejected applications outright. Given the significant landscape qualities of Nat Y Moch, this approach 
may also be applicable to this proposal. 
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Road Infrastructure and car parking Map    5

Issues : distraction, disturbance, traffic delays, public safety, road closures, road safetyIssues : distraction, disturbance, traffic delays, public safety, road closures, road safety

Separation Distance : 600m around car park areas , 200m around roadSeparation Distance : 600m around car park areas , 200m around road

The massive increase in traffic movements over several years, expected should this proposal go ahead, 
raises serious concernʼs regarding disturbanceʼs to local people, traffic delays and increases in risks of 
road traffic accidents. 

The road through Nant Y Moch is an important route to local people, particularly  farmers. It is also a  
popular route for tourists with extensive views of the reservoirs and surrounding mountains including 
Pumlumon. Many people make use of informal car parking spots affording excellent views, access to the 
countryside and venues for picnics etc. The road is also popular with motor caravan owners in the 
summer months many of whom often over night at various points along the road. 
Anglers Retreat is a particularly popular area for anglers. There is a hut which is often in high demand. 
Map5 illustrates the locations of these informal but nevertheless important informal car parks with a 
separation distance of 600m around them, the same minimum distance recommended for buildings, as 
they attract people often for long periods of time. 
Closure of this road and/or traffic management delays over the construction period would have a severe 
effect upon local peopleʼs and tourists legal access and enjoyment of this road and surrounding area. 
We regard these as unacceptable long-term impacts.

There are also various issues regarding road safety  which we would raise. Visual impact and distraction 
is a particular issue regarding this proposal. Guidelines from the The Highways Authority  regarding 
roads and wind turbines, recommend that visual distraction is kept to a minimum, including the effects of 
flickering and dazzle. 
A single continuous view of the development is preferable to sudden views of turbines which may  result 
in drivers taking their attention off the road, resulting in injury or death. This is a particular issue for the 
narrow single track road across Nant Y Moch, as the turbine layout is fragmented and interspersed 
between forestry blocks and hills.
The HA also recommend turbines should also not be located in the immediate vicinity  of complex 
junctions, sharp bends, crossing points and at accident black spots, especially  those involving rear-
shunts.

As regards road safety, during construction and decommissioning, there will be a requirement to move 
large pieces of equipment such as turbine blades and sections of tower. A very large amount of cabling, 
concrete and other materials will also need to be transported to the site. 
Most accidents on wind energy  projects occur on the roads and often involve collisions between project 
traffic and local people. The scale and lengthy  construction time of this project would significantly 
increase the risk of RTAs involving workers and local people alike. This is considered an unacceptable 
risk. We note that planners and politicians have never been held accountable or culpable for injuryʼs and 
deaths to the public occurring as a result of their decisions, action or inaction.

The impacts of noise, traffic delays, pollution and general disturbance to local people we consider will be 
inevitably high and lengthy, perhaps lasting upto several years. We would expect disruption of journeys 
as a result of traffic movements / traffic management and probably extensive and lengthy closure of the 
Nant Y Moch road as a direct result of this proposal. We suggest this alone represents an unacceptable 
impact upon local people and visitors to the area alike quite aside from other concerns.

The massive increase in traffic movements over several years, expected should this proposal go ahead, 
raises serious concernʼs regarding disturbanceʼs to local people, traffic delays and increases in risks of 
road traffic accidents. 

The road through Nant Y Moch is an important route to local people, particularly  farmers. It is also a  
popular route for tourists with extensive views of the reservoirs and surrounding mountains including 
Pumlumon. Many people make use of informal car parking spots affording excellent views, access to the 
countryside and venues for picnics etc. The road is also popular with motor caravan owners in the 
summer months many of whom often over night at various points along the road. 
Anglers Retreat is a particularly popular area for anglers. There is a hut which is often in high demand. 
Map5 illustrates the locations of these informal but nevertheless important informal car parks with a 
separation distance of 600m around them, the same minimum distance recommended for buildings, as 
they attract people often for long periods of time. 
Closure of this road and/or traffic management delays over the construction period would have a severe 
effect upon local peopleʼs and tourists legal access and enjoyment of this road and surrounding area. 
We regard these as unacceptable long-term impacts.

There are also various issues regarding road safety  which we would raise. Visual impact and distraction 
is a particular issue regarding this proposal. Guidelines from the The Highways Authority  regarding 
roads and wind turbines, recommend that visual distraction is kept to a minimum, including the effects of 
flickering and dazzle. 
A single continuous view of the development is preferable to sudden views of turbines which may  result 
in drivers taking their attention off the road, resulting in injury or death. This is a particular issue for the 
narrow single track road across Nant Y Moch, as the turbine layout is fragmented and interspersed 
between forestry blocks and hills.
The HA also recommend turbines should also not be located in the immediate vicinity  of complex 
junctions, sharp bends, crossing points and at accident black spots, especially  those involving rear-
shunts.

As regards road safety, during construction and decommissioning, there will be a requirement to move 
large pieces of equipment such as turbine blades and sections of tower. A very large amount of cabling, 
concrete and other materials will also need to be transported to the site. 
Most accidents on wind energy  projects occur on the roads and often involve collisions between project 
traffic and local people. The scale and lengthy  construction time of this project would significantly 
increase the risk of RTAs involving workers and local people alike. This is considered an unacceptable 
risk. We note that planners and politicians have never been held accountable or culpable for injuryʼs and 
deaths to the public occurring as a result of their decisions, action or inaction.

The impacts of noise, traffic delays, pollution and general disturbance to local people we consider will be 
inevitably high and lengthy, perhaps lasting upto several years. We would expect disruption of journeys 
as a result of traffic movements / traffic management and probably extensive and lengthy closure of the 
Nant Y Moch road as a direct result of this proposal. We suggest this alone represents an unacceptable 
impact upon local people and visitors to the area alike quite aside from other concerns.
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Buildings Map    6

Issues : SafetyIssues : Safety

Separation Distance : minimum 600m Separation Distance : minimum 600m 

The prospect of wind turbines being built close to homes and buildings is a highly emotive issue and one 
which generates much debate. The effects on property value and resale time is an often hard fought 
debate, but it is our opinion that close proximity of any industrial development to homes and other 
buildings is bound to have some effect upon the pool of potential buyers as well as the final sale value.

Safety issues are another area of much debate and concern. Concern has been raised about the 
longterm exposure to noise and shadow/flicker effects upon health. Blade fractures, tower collapse and 
particularly ice thrown from turning blades should also be considered as potentially very serious risks to 
property as well as people. Although uncommon events so far, if realised they could cause serious 
damage, injury or death. 

We would expect given the extreme weather often encountered at Nant Y Moch, that icing will be 
particular issue. We would also be concerned about ongoing noise and flicker issueʼs.

The then British Wind Energy Association, now Renewables UK, used to recommend a separation 
distance of between 500-800m from buildings. In Scotland, the figure decided upon by the Scottish 
Parliament is 2km from communities. It is similar across many European countries.

We note that some buildings in the interior of Nant Y Moch are not permanent residences, however we 
do not consider this a reason enough to reduce the separation distance. The turbines will represent a 
potential risk to people every time they use the buildings and access tracks.

Map6 shows buildings in various villages surrounding Nant Y Moch as well as farms, shepherds Houses 
and other building in its interior. A 600m minimum separation distance is shown around these. A 2km 
zone is also shown for readers consideration and we urge serious debate on this issue. 
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Impacts
There are already  a number of wind energy  projects surrounding Nant Y Moch. There are also a number 
of current proposals in addition to this one, including the Mynydd Y Gwynant to the SE of Pumlumon. 
The high number of previous proposals are also cause for concern. We would categorise the Cumulative 
Impact in the addition of this scheme to nearby wind energy schemeʼs as High and unacceptable.
CUMULATIVE IMPACT :   HIGH   MAP 1

The area is well known for its high landscape quality, receiving many  visitors and already  nominated for 
National Park and AONB status. The 64 x 146.5m high wind turbines, erected in a fragmented pattern 
throughout the area, would become major features in the landscape and have a very  significant visual 
impact, fundamentally  changing the whole character of the area. We would categorise these impacts as 
Very High and totally unacceptable.
VISUAL IMPACT ON LANDSCAPE :   VERY HIGH

Nant Y Moch has an extensive network of Public Rights of Way such as footpaths and bridleways, which 
criss-cross the whole of the area. A wide variety  of people use the area for a range of recreational 
activities. Many  local businesses also depend on the PROW network for their activities and income. A 
number of very popular and well publicised Mountain Bike Trails, an annual Mountain Marathon event 
which has featured in the UK Vasque National Championships and a very  popular Angling site all use 
these PROWs. The scale of the PROW network at Nant Y Moch and its high level of recreational use are 
of very great importance, but we find scant regard for this in these proposals. 

Turbineʼs have been proposed virtually  on top of PROWS, others well within the commonly used 200m 
minimum separation distance. All but a handful of turbines are located between 3x and 4x the turbine 
height. TAN8 and these proposals flagrantly  ignore even industry accepted guidance on separation 
distance and have taken no account of other guidance from main user groups such as the British Horse 
Society. We find no evidence of any visitor or recreational assessments.
 
The proposal mean long term interruptions to users legal rights to access and enjoyment of this 
countryside, physical damage to parts of the PROW network and loss of income for those businesses 
who depend upon it.

These various impacts are categorised as Very High and we find them completely unacceptable.  
PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY AND RECREATION   VERY HIGH   MAPS 3,4

The proposal raises a number of road related issues. Long term disturbance to local traffic, tourists and 
trade, interruption to journeys and delays, increased risk of road traffic accidents, visual distraction from 
fragmented / hidden turbines and proximity  of a number of turbines to the Nant Y Moch road and popular 
car parking sites along its length. Again we regard these impacts as unacceptably high.
ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE AND CAR PARKS :   HIGH  MAP 5

A number of turbines are proposed well within the minimum 600m from buildings such as the shepherd's 
houses around Drosgl, another near the road at Bryniau Rhyddion and buildings at Bwlch Glas to the 
east. We are surprised and would particularly  oppose turbines proposed close to the popular Anglers 
Retreat fishing lakes and Hut. We find all these turbine locations unacceptable.

Virtually all turbines are located within 2km of buildings (known shepherdʼs huts have been excluded), 
particularly  affected are farms along the Nant Y Moch Road, residents in and around Bont Goch and to 
the west of Tal Y Bont. This would be unacceptable in Scotland. 
BUILDINGS   HIGH   MAP 6
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Summary
This study  focused upon areas of concern which we have regarding the Nant Y Moch Wind Farm 
proposal:

• Cumulative Impact of Wind Energy Projects in and surrounding Nant Y Moch
• Landscape Impacts
• Recreation and closure of Public RIGHTS of Way
• Road safety and disruption
• Buildings

The study was carried out independently by  digital landscapes who have 11 years experience in GIS 
mapping working alongside the wind energy industry and have undertaken many other similar studies in 
the past.

The Study  was desk based and made use of GIS digital mapping software to spatially  model the issues 
using various degrees of separation distance.

The study  identified an already significant number of wind energy  projects in the nearby  area. This issue 
is of concern already  to many people, the recent Cefn Croes development was widely  opposed. The 
cumulative landscape impactʼs of these schemes in Mid Wales is in our view already  highly  questionable 
and this scheme would introduce yet another large scale wind energy  scheme into the area. We consider 
these impacts unacceptable and that a review  of TAN8 and all future wind energy proposals is urgently 
required. 

Nant Y Moch is a highly  valued and nationally  important landscape, characterised by  lakes, mountains 
and high moorland. Itʼs importance was such that it was a candidate National Park in the 1970ʼs and has 
also been considered for AONB status. The impressive mountain scenery  of Pumlumon giveʼs rise to the 
rivers Wye and The Severn. It is extremely  popular with a range of recreational users, day  trippers, 
campers and others, mainly  due to its landscape quality, remoteness and sense of space and 
wilderness. 
We believe the erection of wind turbines into this landscape would have an extremely  detrimental visual 
impact and become the dominant landscape features. We conclude that this proposal is unacceptable on 
landscape grounds alone. A notable gap in the study  has been the paucity  of data relating to grid 
connection. This would have an additional material and visual impact.

PROWʼs were mapped with a 200m separation zone, readily  revealing the extensive nature of the 
network.The area is well used by  a wide variety  of recreational users and tourists and depended upon by 
several local businesses. The study identified several turbines well within 200m of the PROW network 
including several very popular mountain bike trails, Anglers Retreat and the Pumlumon Challenge 
mountain marathon route.  
The closure and disruption of the PROW network during the lengthy construction phase, the disruption to 
users and local business and the close proximity  of some turbines to PROWs thereafter are in our view 
unacceptable. The publicʼs legal rights of access and enjoyment of the countryside are of overwhelming 
importance compared to this or any future development proposalʼs. 

The road infrastructure was mapped along with unofficial car parking sites. Several turbines were shown 
to be too close to these popular pull-ins. The scale of this proposal and historical data indicates that road 
traffic accidents are inevitable. The local road system and its users would be subject to a massive 
increase in traffic during the years of construction and there are concerns for safety, noise, 
inconvenience and disruption. These impacts we regard as unacceptable.

A number of the proposed turbines were found to be within 600m of buildings, including the popular 
Anglers Retreat. We regard these as too close. Virtually  all turbines would be within 2km of a number of 
farms and homes along the Nant y Moch Road, Bont Goch and to the West of Tal Y Bont. 
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Our conclusion is that the impacts identified from the range of issues analysed in this study, indicate 

1) the area should never have been designated an SSA under TAN8

2) cumulative impact, landscape impacts and particularly  impacts to the PROW network & recreation 
should have been enough in their own individual cases for any  responsible developer to consider an 
alternative scheme

3) taken together, the range and level of impacts is such that in our professional opinion, the area is 
completely unsuitable for large scale wind energy projects. 

We are surprised that TAN8 and a developer such as SSE Renewables / Dulas have not carried out 
what we would consider a full and proper assessment of the constraints affecting this area. Instead 
overwhelming weight seems to be attributed to the SSA status of the area under TAN8 at the expense of 
a proper consideration of the issues and constraints.
Landscape and recreational impacts alone should have led to the proposal being abandoned at a much 
earlier stage in our opinion.

Policy  makers have a statutory  duty  to safeguard the landscape, the PROW network and the safety  of 
local people. We believe they have been negligent in all these areas. 

We call for the proposal to be comprehensively  refused and an urgent review of TAN8 to be  initiated 
immediately.
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appendix one - wind turbines

Wind Turbines are a new and unique form in our landscape. They are a feature of interest not least 
because of their movement. Technology  has improved rapidly  over the last 30 years, unfortunately  the 
UK no longer leads the field in turbine design largely due to a lack of public and private support for the 
industry. However, the UK has one of the largest potentials for generating wind energy in Europe.

Anatomy of a wind turbine : 

Tower
Blades Sensors
Nancell or Hub housing :
Generator and gearbox 
Control system 

Wind Turbines can be deployed :

Individually ## Single Turbines  
Small Scale# Clusters of 2 – 12 turbines
Medium Scale# Development of 13 – 24 turbines
Large Scale# Large development of 25+ turbines 

The layout of the site is very carefully  designed around getting the most from the available wind and 
various other factors. Large wind farms can have over one hundred turbines and cover many square 
kilometres and there are many  such examples in Wales, Scotland and all over Europe. Site Selection is 
a highly complex process involving a large number of considerations :

• Land availability; a landowner must be identified who is prepared to allow the development and the site 
must be large enough to accommodate sufficient turbines and ancillary equipment.

• Wind resource; the site must have an adequate wind resource, typically 6-6.5+ metres per second   
• Electrical connection; connecting the project to the local electricity  grid must be technically  feasible and 

economically viable given the distance involved 
• Access; there must be adequate access to the site from the road system without the need for costly 

and disruptive road modifications.  
• Policy  and Planning; Local planning policy  should offer a reasonable likelihood of the proposal getting 

planning permission
• Proximity  to dwellings; The site should be a sufficient distance away from dwellings so as not to pose a 

nuisance or danger through turbine/blade failure, icing, noise, shadow/flicker, visual impact etc
• Aircraft/Radar; The CAA and individual airports should be consulted from the outset to assess and 

mitigate against danger to aircraft, aeronautical users and radar interference
• TV/Microwave; The site layout should be designed so as not to adversely affect microwave (mobile 

phone) and TV/Radio transmission.
• Landscape and ecological considerations; The scheme must have minimal impact upon important 

species, habitats, landscapes and features.

All of these issues would require detailed (and costly) surveys to determine the extent of impact (low, 
moderate or high). Decisions are made by  local planning authorities on a case by case basis, drawing on 
technical information provided by  the developer, policy documents, advice from statutory  consultees and 
stakeholder concerns. The effects of cumulative development should also be considered and may be an 
increasing issue.
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One of the most debated concerns regarding wind turbines is visibility. However there is a great deal of 
colour choice available for towers and blades. Off white is perhaps the most widely  used and a matt 
finish can be used to reduce glare and reflection. Variations in height of + or – 20m will generally  not 
make a significant impact upon visibility. A commonly  overlooked aspect of wind turbines is they  are not 
permanent structures and have lifespans around 20-25 years after which they can be replaced 
(ʻrepoweredʼ) or decommissioned. 

Turbines for commercial applications are usually  distinguished by  their generating capacity, quoted in 
megawatts. Generally, the larger the turbine, the larger the MW generating capacity.

Vestas Turbine evolution                

Turbines for installation on land currently  vary  from 850KW – 3MW with the most common in the 
1.3-2MW range.  Such turbines have tower heights around 80m with blade diameters around 60m, with 
total heights to the blade tip  around 125m. The largest modern turbines currently  available for 
deployment on land are 3MW with towers in excess of 130m high. With blade diameters of around 80m, 
total height to tip can be in excess of 150m. 

Continued improvements in turbine design are expected to produce turbine designs for use on-shore 
with capacities in excess of 5MW and tower heights of 130m.  Offshore turbines may exceed 7MW.

Manufacturers include Vestas, Nordex, GE,  Mitsubishi, Bonus
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About the DLC

Digital Landscapes has been active in the wind industry since 2001. We are unique in blending GIS digital mapping 
and IT skills with practical experience in countryside management, renewable energy, forestry and recreation. 
We were pioneers in applying GIS to the responsible site selection of wind energy and have developed the concept 
of constraints mapping. We have undertaken a number of wind energy regional resource assessments, local site 
selection studies and also contribute to Environmental Impact Assessments of individual proposals. We support 
community projects and the sensitive location of wind energy schemes.
Digital Landscapes also works in the countryside, recreation and forestry sectors, applying GIS to a wide range of 
issues. We also provide installation, administration, training and support for GIS and Small Business I.T networks.  

the digital landscape company
t  0845 838 1868
e jon@theDLC.co.uk
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